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Terms and Conditions for Granting, Refusing, Maintaining, Renewing, Suspending, Restoring or 

Withdrawing Certification or Expanding or Reducing the scope  of Certification Granting Certification 

Granting:  

 The ISOCert Grant Certification under the ISOCERT Schemes upon being satisfied that the 

company meets the applicable management system standard or other normative 

documents so that to maintain confidence that the certified management system, fulfil 

requirements with respect to the standard to which the certification will be granted. 

Refusing Certification  

 Upon receipt of the Application Form for, ISOCERT will review the form. If the information 

in the Application Form is inadequate, the company will be requested to submit more 

information. If the company is found not ready for application or if ISOCERT cannot provide 

the certification requested, BDM will inform the company in writing and the reason(s) for 

declining. 

 

 Conditions for Maintenance of Certification 

 The conditions for maintenance of certification are described in the terms and conditions 

governing the scheme. Surveillance audits will be carried out to verify to maintain confidence 

that the certified management system continues to fulfill requirements between recertification 

audits. Surveillance activities include on-site auditing of the certified client's management 

system's fulfillment of specified requirements with respect to the standard to which the 

certification is granted. 

Renewal of Certification 

 A recertification audit shall be planned and conducted to evaluate the continued fulfillment of 

all of the requirements of the relevant certified management system standard or other 

normative document. The  recertification audit include an on-site audit that addresses the 

following: the effectiveness of the management system in its entirety in the light of internal and 

external changes and its continued relevance and applicability to the scope of certification; 

demonstrated commitment to maintain the effectiveness and improvement of the management 

system in order to enhance overall performance; the effectiveness of the management system 

with regard to achieving the certified clients’ objectives and the intended results of the 

respective management system(s)  
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Expanding the Scope  

 In response to an application for extension to the scope of a certification already granted, 

ISOCert shall undertake a review of the application and determine any audit activities (special 

audit) necessary to decide whether the extension may be granted. This may be conducted in 

conjunction with a surveillance audit. 

Suspending the Certification  

 If the client's certified management system has persistently or seriously failed to meet certification 
requirements, including requirements for the effectiveness of the management system/ major non-
compliance against requirements- was not rectified within the time frame given. 

 

 the certified client does not allow surveillance or recertification audits to be conducted at the 
required frequencies/ the company has violated the terms and conditions governing the schemes 

 

 no production for a specified period/the certified client has voluntarily requested a suspension 
 

With Drawing Certification 

 the certified company has requested for it 

 

 the certified company consistently violated the terms and conditions governing the scheme 

 

 the certified company fails to pay the certification related fees 

 

 the certified company fails to take corrective measures during the suspension period 

Restoring Certification 

 Certification will be restored if the issue that has resulted in the suspension has been resolved. 

At completion of the suspension period (not more than 6 months) (if the issue that has resulted 

in the suspension has not been resolved) ISOCERT shall either remove the suspension and notify 

the company accordingly or withdraw the certificate of the conditions are not fulfilled. 

Reducing the Scope  

 The client's scope of certification to be excluded if any of the parts not meeting the 

requirements, when the client has persistently or seriously failed to meet the certification 

requirements for those parts of the scope of certification. For any such reduction, it shall be in 

line with the requirements of the standard used for certification 
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SAC Witnessed Audit Visits  

 Client shall allow SAC assessors to conduct witnessed audit on ISOCert so that they review and 

assess the activities and conduct of ISOCert. Presence of SAC officers in no way affects the 

Decision making process of ISOCert. 

 

Confidentiality 

 

 ISOCert shall maintain all confidential information with which they may be undertaken during 

the course of certification Process. (Where information is required to be disclosed to a third 

party, either by law or in maintenance of certification (e.g. SAC) , the client shall be informed of 

the information provided as permitted by the law. 

Notification Change in Certified Client Activities  

 Certified Client shall inform ISOCert-Significant Changes/issues to 

activity/products/services/layout and any related information since previous audit-which affects 

the audit programme (ISOCert shall be notified by the client without delay of all changes that 

may impact on the management system's capability to continue to fulfil the requirements of the 

relevant standard now and in the future). 

Misuse of Certificates and Use of Logo/Mark. 

 The company should not apply the marks/logo to their products or packaging (as ISOCert-

certifies only the management system not product); but can apply the relevant marks to 

stationery and promotional material relating to the scope of certification as detailed on the 

certificate. The requirements shown on use of ISOCert’s Logo /Use of Accreditation and 

Certification Marks must be always adhered to 

For Fees/Appeals/Complaints/Disputes/Feedbacks/or for Certificate Validity Status of Certified 

Companies/Organization Chart etc. - 

 Please visit our website -for Contacts Section-Our Officer in Charge will advise you on the 

Process. 

Limitation (Liability) 
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 Audit is based on a sampling process of the available information (Audit did not cover all aspects 

of auditee organization and therefore where no findings are reported, it does not imply that 

none exist) 

 

 A management system certification audit is not a legal compliance audit  

 

 ISOcert shall not be responsible for any implications or actions arising from any non conformity 

that may result in legal or financial losses. 

 

 


